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Brand Features

Lumina RF wireless technology eliminates the need for traditional hard-wired devices,
opening up a world of control possibilities for restaurants, retail stores, offices and
other small commercial properties. It also ensures energy savings in new construction
and retrofits.

Item Description

Lumina RF Wireless Surface Mount Daylight Harvesting Photocell. Uses Zigbee HA
1.2 Communication. Powered by a Lithium Battery.

Features and Benefits

Code compliant daylight harvesting solution—meets energy code

requirements for ASHRAE 90.1 and California Title 24

-

Real time light measurement—continuous adjustment of electrical light levels

to user-defined set points

-

Wireless mesh network—the Lumina RF wireless, self-healing mesh network

offers robust and reliable connectivity, eliminating the need for new wiring

-

Sleepy endpoint—low power, battery operated, only powers up when

transmitting for energy efficient operation

-

Zero external power required—with no power wire limitations, the installer can

place the sensor in the optimal location of any application

-

No additional wiring—battery-powered wireless technology eliminates the need

to pull additional wire, making installation quick and easy and increasing labor

savings with little to no impact to business during conversion

-

Easy mounting—easily mount to ceiling or surface using a ceiling tile stem,

surface mount screws or double sided tape

-

Complies with IEEE 802.15.4 standards —for domestic and international

wireless networks

-
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